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LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

Corporates & Organisations

Want to create a pipeline of authentic, diverse, innovative, impactful leaders? 
Looking for a leadership or emerging leaders program that really inspires and 
makes a difference? Looking to strategically upweight whilst tangibly build your 
leaders? 

Kellie is obsessed with building the limitless capability and capacity of 
leadership in organisations to really grow and future-proof your business. 

WORKSHOPS

6 - 12 MONTHS

“The ROBOT REVOLUTION will effect every job by 
2030” 

Sydney Morning Herald
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“I love working with leadership teams, top talent and future emerging leaders to unlock their 
uniqueness to amplify their impact.  

I am unashamedly, wanting to address our current leadership crisis – the lack of women in 
high impact leadership roles.  

It’s about creating a supply of LIMITLESS Leaders – leaders who lift the limits on their 
leadership and the potential and performance of others”  

– Kellie Tomney 
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I  H E L P  
O R G A N I S A T I O N S  
S O L V E  T H E  
F O L L O W I N G

Challenge 2: Industry and 
business disruption requires a 
new level and style of leadership

Challenge 3: We are not 
preparing our leaders to unlock 
the diversity and innovation to 
become stand out LIMITLESS 
Organisations now and into the 
future

Challenge 1: The organisation 
doesn’t have a sustainable 
leadership pipeline 

“From missing to meeting 
gender diversity targets”  
Banking client 

Challenge 5: The organisation 
and/or industry doesn’t have 
enough women in the pipeline

Challenge 6: The organisation 
doesn’t have as many women 
applying and “they don’t promote 
themselves as well as men”

Challenge 4: Pressure and public 
reputation to have more women 
in leadership, on Boards and 
in senior management 
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WHERE IS YOUR 
BUSINESS NOW?

1. Are you effectively building your 
leadership pipeline for the future?

2. Are you actively engaging your 
emerging leaders in ways that they 
value?

3. Are you attracting and engaging 
female leaders?

4. Are you unlocking the hidden value 
of ALL of your talent?

5. Do your leaders know what their 
personal leadership brands are?

6. Do you have a clear map and 
leadership strategy for your 
organisation?

7. Are you clear on your 
leadership plan to help you 
get there?

8. Will you be an Employer of 
Choice?

9. Will you have the pipeline to 
run your business in 5 -10 
years time?

Kellie partners with forward thinking companies to achieve and actualise their 
full organisations purpose. She brings freshness, fulfillment, fun, future 
thinking, thought leadership and an entire career based on equipping 
organisations to lead the future of work.

Buying Limitless

Losing Growing

LIMITLESS LEADERS ™

LOW HIGH

LOW

HIGH

External 
Leadership 
Pipeline

Internal Leadership Pipeline
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Kellie helps forward thinking 
companies transform their 
managers into limitless 
leaders – creating a talent 
pipeline for your 
organisations’ future. 

“Improving retention - From 50% 
turnover to 5%“ 

Financial Services Client
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x50

WHERE DO 
YOU WANT 
YOUR 
LEADERSHIP 
PIPELINE TO 
BE?

LIMITLESS

LEADING

BUILDING

INFLUENCING

AVOIDING

LOSING

Futurist

Fulfilling

Firming

Fixing

Fearful

Fighting

Stage Impact Aspiration
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Corporates & Organisations

An existing and emerging leader program to develop high-performing future 
leaders – that can lead now and into the future. 

This program is for organisations that are proactive and obsessive about constantly 
developing the exisiting and next emerging leaders (women, men, specific talent 
groups), business growth, opportunity, succession planning, sustainable 
performance. 

They experience improved growth and higher performance and build a sustainable 
cycle of fulfilling their leadership needs. Leadership is growing at all levels, with 
advocates growing internally and externally. The pipeline ensures business 
sustainability and reduces reliance on any one leader or pipeline for talent. Together 
with bespoke programs, the system multiplies for LIMITLESS impact and 
performance.  

Whilst these are tailored programs to suit business conditions they are focused on 
amplifying authentic personal leadership brands, performance, engagement, 
influence and impact which we’ve proven unlocks limitless leaders for limitless 
business growth. Typically this is a 4 x ½ day workshop program over 6-12 months 
with targeted initiatives post. 

LIMITLESS LEADERS™
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LIMITLESS WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP™

Corporates & Organisations

This exisiting and emerging leader program for women will add more diversity to your 
leadership pipeline to fuel your business growth and innovation and to close your women in 
leadership gap.    

Together we create greater gender equality and ensure your organisation is better positioned 
to meet and exceed increasing customer demands.  
We lift the limits, understand authentic personal leadership brands, create new mindsets, 
beliefs and branding, build clarity, confidence and presence and amplify impact.  

Both LIMITLESS LEADERS™ and LIMITLESS WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP™ programs unlock the 
exponential power of your leaders and their limitless potential and increase your 
organisation’s positioning as an Employer of Choice.  

Attendees start with potential utilised at anywhere from 5-40% and have been known to finish 
the program with ever-increasing potential and performance gains of 100%+.  
This program is for emerging and established women in management and leadership with 
further potential. Typically this is a 4 x ½ day workshop program over 6 -12 months, with target 
initiatives post.

L I M I T L E S S - 10



“Your warm energy for the cause 
of making women leaders 
stronger was inspiring”  

Group Executive, Tech 

“This has opened me up to not 
feel scared about growing into 

leadership but rather to feel 
excited that I can do this! and to 

help others on their journey also.  
Helped me recognise what I need 

to take back to my business to 
improve staff, business growth 
and most importantly, myself” 

Sales Manger FMCG

A C H I E V I N G- 11



Corporates & Organisations

In times of increasing professional complexity and volatility, it is imperative 
that your leadership approach is tailored to handle any situation in 
business today and to equip you for business of tomorrow. As a successful 
leader, you must have the insight and agility to adapt and refine your 
natural leadership style without compromising core values or vision. 

With leaders and individuals, Kellie explores the effectiveness of different 
leadership styles in different situations. The framework and mindsets allow 
you to build a multi-dimensional leadership identity which is proactive, 
reactive and effective. By exploring intellectual, emotional, spiritual and 
whole intelligence, Kellie equips you with the tools to employ different 
leadership techniques to enhance business and team performance and 
become an adaptable leader who is self-aware, confident and authentic.

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 
OR 1 DAY WORKSHOP

SUPERPOWER YOUR LIMITLESS 
LEADERSHIP BRAND

“Best workshop I’ve attended for empowering women in 
industry ” 

Director, FMCG - 12



UNDERSTAND YOUR LIMITLESS LEADERSHIP STYLE

• Discuss what makes a good leader and 
create your vision of success

• Assess how your colleagues and 
team members see you as a leader

• Understand your instinctive 
reactions to emerging situations. 
Explore different approaches to 
leadership

• Contrast the different aspects of 
situational leadership

Available as 1 day workshop, 1 hour Keynote presentation or Kellie’s Power Hours or comprehensive leadership programs. 

• Overcome imposter syndrome and 
develop your authentic identity. 
Thrive in times of complexity

• Master techniques to inspire, 
motivate and engage diverse 
contemporary teams

• Maintain transparency and be the 
master of your identity and destiny

• Build a full repertoire of leadership 
techniques to prepare for complex 
emerging situations

• Assess when to apply masculine and 
feminine approaches to different 
situations

• Workshop solutions to challenging, 
real business and life-situations. 
Lift the limits and break barriers to 
success 

• Understand unconscious bias and 
how to overcome it

• Develop a workplace and culture 
that is emotionally intelligent

“Brilliant, every aspect was well planned and impactful”  
Director, Retail 
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Corporates & Organisations

With industry disruption, change and transformation and many future jobs not existing 
today, organisations need to develop and grow their talent and increase the agility of 
their people and culture.  

This forward-thinking and future-proofing program, puts your organisation ahead. 
Constantly plugging pipeline holes and buying in talent is no longer sustainable.  
The integrated LIMITLESS methodology builds the value for individuals, leaders and 
organisations. It’s a world first, whole of system approach with the ability to start 
where there is most need and value.  

The Limitless Careers™ program, increases impact, engagement and career options, 
and your talent pipeline for roles ready now and for the future.  

This program is for emerging and established leaders with further potential. Typically 
this program is 4 x ½ day workshops for corporates and 1:1 online or in person 
mentoring for managers, directors or senior executives. 

LIMITLESS CAREERS™

6 - 12 MONTHS
- 14



“It’s life changing what you do - 
you inspire, have the answers and 

help me step into my best self”  

Career woman, HR, Sydney 

“In our work together, I was 
aiming for freedom and we 

achieved it. You stand beside me 
every single day” 

Toni Short, Founder, The Shortlist Agency, New York

L I M I T L E S S

“You can’t put a price on a limitless career” 
Kellie Tomney
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CORPORATE MENTORING

Corporates & Organisations

L I M I T L E S S - 16



x10

x6

x8

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE?

x4

x2

-2

Fulfilled

Stand  Out

Energised

Activated

Unlocked

Frustrated

LIMITLESS

4th Gear

3rd Gear

2nd Gear

1st Gear

LOST/LIMITED 
Spinning Wheels

ASPIRATION IMPACT LOCATION

Create your limitless career, amplify your brave and authentic 
leadership, experience real fulfillment:  

UNLOCK YOUR LIMITLESS CAREER

Career change is occurring far more rapidly and more often than ever before. 
We are in an unprecedented world. Together we harness key mindsets to 
unlock your potential, increase your fulfilment and build your ever-evolving, 
thriving career.

Authentic, Fulfilled, Limitless - 3 key mindsets to help you take the best next 
step in career (and life!) 

You standing IN an owning you power. Inside out, wins.
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FROM THE ROI POINT OF 
VIEW, WHAT ARE SOME OF 
THE DIFFERENT THINGS 
YOU CAN EXPECT FROM 
WORKING WITH ME IN THIS 
MENTORING PROGRAM?

Feeling more connected and 
much more fulfilled 

Making more impact and 
amplifying their influence  

Answering and achieving ‘what’s 
next?’ in their career (e.g. getting 
the next job or promotion they 
have dreamed of, empowered 
with their career plan and career 
options) 

Founding and creating a whole 
new world and way of being (e.g. 
more balance, less stress, more 
mindfulness, stronger 
relationships) 

Making the contribution they 
were born to make  

More financial and commercial 
success (some have got a pay-
back for the whole year of 
mentoring in first 3 months, a pay 
increase with the job of their 
dream of $15K-$200K) 

Creating the freedom to own 
their uniqueness and to maximize 
their life

The ROI clients 
have achieved are:

“I was lost in my career, I didn’t know what was 
next. You made me feel limitless and give me the 

tools and mindsets to be so. I’m now onto the 
next stage of ever evolving limitless” 

From Lost to Limitless, career woman
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ASPIRATION POTENTIAL TIME/STRESS BRAND FOCUS METAPHOR

Fulfilled/LIMITLESS 120%+ ++++ Integration Whole world of destinations

Stand Out 100% +++ Transformation Target destination

Activated 80% ++ Acceleration Plan in place

Unlocked 60%+ + Elevation Direction

Frustrated/ LOST 0-60% - Realisation Where next?

C A R E E R  V A L U E  S T A G E S  
E X P E R I E N C E D  B Y  C L I E N T S
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“Amazing how when you start really living it, everything you want comes in’ (e.g. 3 new property deals, new business, new staff etc.). 
Everything has changed -  I now have the confidence, and resilience, you can change your career.  

You get my world. You have a strong corporate background and I connected with that. You give astute, feedback and challenge where I am 
now at a position where I don’t really get that from others. It’s now moved from mentoring moved to consulting.  

The quality and quantity of LinkedIn connections increased straight after. Now I am getting requests to attend lunches with the Premier 
and to bring a Board-ready woman with me. etc. I am now building quality aligned enriching connections.  

I am now busier more productive than ever.” 

Moya Steele, Co-Founder, Keir Steele Lawyers

A U T H E N T I C
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“You have helped me discover my superpowers and to have the 
confidence to go after my dreams in career and life, and they have 

come true!” 

Director, Financial Services 

“You are an amazing coach. I wouldn’t have got here without 
you. You have a vision of where I can get to and you keep me 
disciplined to get there. You make me think and keep me on 

track. You have the ideas and know what to do when I am blank. 
You work with me” 

Corporate Executive to Successful Consulting Business Founder 

I can’t thank you enough for all of your assistance and guidance. 
It is great to talk things through – it’s much clearer in my head. 

Thank you” 

Fast-tracked path to her most fulfilling career goal, career woman, 
Resources 

W E  U N L O C K  Y O U R  A U T H E N T I C I T Y ,  
D I F F E R E N T I A T I O N  A N D  V A L U E  

“I went from ‘I don’t know if I can do another job’ ‘or get another 
job’ and confidence that had diminished to getting an awesome 
role, with an awesome team in an awesome business. Recruiters 
and the company have also said ‘it’s the best CV we’ve ever seen’ 

“ 
Corporate woman, Tech 

“Thank you to the amazing Kellie Tomney. You have helped, 
encouraged, guided and given the best advice during this time 

and staying connected and true to myself!” 

Female Founder Own Business, Services 

“Working with Kellie has been so influential in how I view what 
could be. I have a new energy, clarity and purpose for the exciting 

pathway ahead. Kellie brings a gentleness and peace in finding 
the right you so you can just ‘be’. 

Development Professional, Government
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Corporates & Organisations

Your LIMITLESS Career – lift the ceiling 
on your career  

This popular keynote has been known to change 
people’s careers and whole life. The way we’ve 
thought about careers is outdated and is 
unfulfilling. It’s not working for corporates and it’s 
not working for employees. Kellie’s presentation 
will unlock the mindsets to your limitless career 
and will raise the limits on company performance. 

Your LIMITLESS Leadership Brand 

Kellie’s Limitless Leadership Brand keynote, shares 
the successful methodology used by leaders and 
organisations to unlock ever-growing leadership 
potential and performance. Being a leader is hard 
and getting harder, this unique presentation will 
give your leaders strategies to be themselves, 
whilst increasing their value to the organisation and 
their team.  

SPEAKING
Kellie Tomney speaks on 3-5 popular keynotes:

Leveraging Personal Brands for more 
Women in Leadership  

Branding ourselves is necessary but often 
dreaded, especially by women the workplace. The 
most popular approach of ‘I’ll let my results do the 
talking’ isn’t working. This keynote, popular at 
Women in Leadership Conferences, Events such 
as International Women’s Day, Emerging Leaders, 
and in company programs, shares the most 
common challenges in personal branding for 
women in their careers with authenticity, empathy 
and with courage. With decades of experience in 
personal branding and being the first women to 
bring this methodology to assist corporate women, 
Kellie is your purposeful, practical and powerful 
choice to engage, inspire and equip your women, 
leaders and organisation.  

Authentic, Fulfilled, Limitless - 3 
key mindsets to help you take the best next 
step in career (and life!) 

Kellie skillfully shares these mindsets to build your 
brave and authentic leadership, real fulfilment and 
to unlock your limitless career. This keynote is one 
of Kellie’s true power hours, leaving everyone 
primed for the next steps in their career. 

Kellie also speaks on the Future of Work, 
Employers of Choice, Employer Branding, 
Employee Engagement. For bespoke keynotes, 
contact Kellie. 
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T R U S T E D  B Y
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“Brilliant Presenter” 

Director, FMCG 

““Very inspirational. Great speaker with a 
clear message and useful and practical 
framework” 

Manager, Woolworths 

“Excellent, specific, value-adding, new ways 
of thinking” 

Manger FMCG 

“Interaction, real life experience examples, 
authenticity!!!, excellent structure and 
content” 

Director, Aldi 

“You’ve bought back the passion, purpose 
and drive that I’ve been missing all these 
years” 

C O N N E C T  

CONTACT KELLIE

www.kellietomney.com
kellie@kellietomney.com

http://www.kellietomney.com
mailto:kellie@kellietomney.com

